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Watch. Next Week For Special On Vernon Jordan

International Notes
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MEMBER OF THE WEST COAST PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

China Sale Balked

Defense officials want Reagan to halt the sale to China of a
large Japanese computer that they fear might be used to
develop Chinese nuclear arms. Pentagon officials have urged ·
Hitachi Ltd. to substitute two smaller computers. If Hitachi
refuses, military officials will urge the administration to veto
the sal' through an international regulatory body.

The Only Black Owned Paper In Riverside
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San Bernardino, CA
P ermlt II 869

Namibian Independence

Namibian independence is being discussed by U.S. and
South African officials meeting in Zurich. South Africa's
continued rule over the country, also known as South West
Africa, has been widely condemned and will be the subject of
a UN debate. The U.S. is pushing a plan that it, Canada,
Britain, France and West Germany formulated.

Anti U.S. Not Widespread

German Chancellor Schmidt is seeking a meeting with
Reagan to assure him that anti-Americanism isn't
widespread in his country. The term has become popular as
nationalism has grown in West Germany. But despite,
recent terrorist attacks on U.S. installations, polls show an
increase in those favoring closer ties with America.

El Salvador's Leader Meeting
With- Reagan
El Salvador's leader met with Reagan, but said he didn't ask
for more military aid to fight leftist guerrillas. President
Jose Napoleon Duarte said he is seeking a "Political
solution" for the Central American country.

Begin Denies Interference
Begin denied he was interfering in U.S. politics by his
opposition to Reagan's $8.5 billion arms package to Saudi
Arabia. Sen. John Tower (R., Texas) had said the Israeli
prime minister had "broken faith" with Reagan during his
U.S. visit last week. Nevertheless, the Israeli cabinet
adopted a resoultion against the sale of AWACS radar
planes and other gear.

National Tid-Bits
O'Connor Approved

Judge Sandra O' Connor was approved unanimously by the
Senate as the Supreme Court's first female Justice. She is to
be sworn in Friday to succeed Potter Stewart, who resigned
July 3. A few Senators questioned her judicial views on
abortion, which she has said she personally opposea.

Kaiser Is The Target Of
Acquisition
Kaiser Steel is the target of acquisition plans of an
investment group represented by Stanley Hiller Jr. The
group bought an option from the Kaiser Family Foundation
to acquire 17% of Kaiser's common for $50 a share, or $60
million.

Adjudicated A NewspaP910f General Circulation by the Superior Court of Riverside County• Case
_

RIVERSIDE, CA 92502

Brown K -y·note Speaker
For M.L. . Unvailing

The honorable Willie L. titill be the guest of honor.
The two events schedul
Brown, Jr., Speaker of the
Aaembly, will be the key tor that date, uaume add
note speaker at the "High significance in view of th
Twelve" Banquet, which is recent decision to mak
being sponsored by the January 15, Dr. King's bir
"High Twelve" Banquet, tbday, a state holiday; also.
which ii being by the Prince the fact that the erection o
Hall IA>dge#17 in conjunc an eleven-foot bronze statue
tion with the unveiling and of Dr. King on the City H
dedication of the statue of Plaza in San Bernardino, ·
Dr. Martin Luther Kin, Jr. itself an unbelievable ac
The eleven-foot bronr.e sta complisbment, may be a
tue of Dr. King will be "first" in the State o
unveiled and dedicated at California.
The statue ii being scul
2:00 p.m. on Sunday Novem
by Julian Martine
tured
ber 8, 1981. The banquet will
most reo
Mexico's
Soto,
follow at 5:00, Ma. Yolanda
King, daughter of Dr. King, artist and u of this date,
in the final stages of compl

tion. When transported to contribute to this worthy
San Bernardino from Mexico effort. Individuals contribuCity and placed on the Plaza tinr'•$500 and organizations
the culmination of two years and busine11es contributing
of effort by the Martin $1000 stil) have until Octo
Luther King, Jr. Statue ber 10 to get their names
Committee to raise funds engraved on the plaque
and complete the arduous placed on the pedestal of the
tub incidental to a project statue.
The banquet will climax
so of such magnitude, will
bring to fruition the the highlights of the event"Dream" envisioned some ful day. Notables and digninity service oriented indinine years ago.
�ate are being invited to
The Committee is still in attend. Retervations at the
need of funds to defray all Convention Center have
expenses of the project. An been made for 1000 guests.
appeal is being made to Tickets are now available
individuals, organizations
and can be secured by
and businesses in the area to calling 885-0768 or 889-2330.

Superintendent Of CIW
To Be Speaker In an Bernardino
WNtllcle Coun,eling Cen- nity members and organiza
Certifi- Uo.n.a tbd have been aup
'-' will be
catee of Appreciation and portive of Weataide Coun,e f,·

••INll.ng

Onnmunfty Service Awarda
tbil year to tboN eommunity service oriented indi
vidual• and orranlsations
that have been supportive
during the year.

HON. WILLIE BROWN

Cheryl Miller Named
Regional Chair

ling Center and Inland Be
haviorlll Servicea, Inc., to
raiae funds to suppliment
deficit,, created by austere
funding and to provide an

Solidarity Day Boost Moral

$15.00 per peraon or $25.00 sincf. 1976 and holds a
per eouple will continue to degroe In Sociology from the
enhanee the aucceu of West- University of Southern Cali
aide Counae1inr Center.
Sylvia Johnaon will be the
gue,t speaker for Westside
Coun,eling Centers' Annual
Dinner at Norton Air Force

fornia. She ii a former Loa
Angele, County Probation
Officer and wu a consultant
with the Riverside County
Heal.th Department'1 Drug

Bue NCO Club on October Abuae Control Program be8, 1981. The dinner bu a fore being appointed Deputy
three fuld purpoae: To give Superintendent at CIW lut
recognition to tb01e commu- IIIDl.mer.

Re-Dedication of
Allensworth Oct. I 0
SACRAMENTO - The Fifth will enable visitors to learn
Anniversary of the dedica- more ·about the experience
tion of Col. Allensworth of Black people in early
State Historic Park will be California.
Allensworth was
held at 11 a.m. Saturday,
Oct.

a

town

10. People

SYLVIA JOHNSON

Palm Springs Scholarship
Activity To Be Held
PALM SPRINGS, - The
Negro Academic Scholarship Fund will present a
Country Western Babbeque
Dinner and Dance Saturday
October 10, 1981 from noon
until, $5.00 per person at the
Desert Higl and Unity Center, 480 Tramview Road, the
Country Western Dance is

from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Western attire is suggested
an d Soul and Country music
will be provided by a local
Disc Jockey,
The organization was
founded to provide scholar
ships for youth in the area it
is a non-profit, tax exempt
organization. The President
r s.
is Jimrue Robet

that bad followed them to
California.

what ia now Highway 48.
The town 100D comprised 80

With four others, Allensworth formed the California

acres of homes, stee
r ts and
public buildings, several

from founded in 1908 by Lt. Col.
stores, a livery stable, train
throughout the state will Allen Allenswortb, a retired
Colony and Home Promot station and other buildings.
gather to see the recent Army chaplain who had
ion Association to purchase After Allensworth's death in
progress in reeonstructing achieved the highest rank
20 acres of land in Tulare 1914, problems with water
and restoring the historic ever conferred up to that
County, midway between ·1upply began to affect the
time upon a Black man. His
buildings at the park.
Corcoran and Wasco on town.
The program will center project flouriahed for a
around the oral history of while, He created a commu
the park and Col. Allens- nity entirely for Black peop
worth. Music bu been pre le, a place where they could
pared especially for the live and work in dignity, free

AGNES MORELAND JACKSON is one of nine cancliclatea
for Pomona School Board. The community must become
involved in determining the outcome of their future. She
aays that "The public education of all Pomona children it
basic to the quality of everyone's life because these are our
children and this is our community." For further informatioa
on campa.igo activities, assistance and contributions contact:
Mn. Janice Barbee, 714/628-7088. NOTE Last day &o
register for the November 3 election is October 5.
. occuion, and guided tours from the racial prejudices

t.\
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informative and entertain
An enjoJable evening hu ing evening.
been planned which indudea
The guNt speaker, Ms.
a buffet dinner, cocktails and Johnflon, promise• to be
Labor's morale was buoyed by Saturday"s Solidarity Day duaclnr, Thole deairing to moet informative and inte
rally in Washington in which some 260,000 turned �ut � attend tbil event may do eo reetlng. She wu appointed
protest Reagan's economic plans. Union leaders are hoping by contacting Mrs. Rita Superintendent 0£ the Calif- .
the event will allow them to link up with other groups Oaborne or Ma. Dianne ornia Institution for Women
affected by budget cuts and gain more clout with the
Davia DO later than Septem• (CIW) by Governor Jerry
administration. A Reagan spokesman said labor's true
ber "8, 1981 at 886-M46. A Brown In June, 1981. She
enemy "is a sick economy."
tu deductible donation of baa reaided in Riverside

'
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DEADLINE.
MONDAY 9 A.M.·

estimated 6 million Ameri
cans under age 20 smoke,
100,000 of them 12 years old
or younger.
Miller . said, "To be the
best you have to give up
something, so why not let it
be cigarettes?"
· The young athlete will be
making appearances and
speaking to youth groups on
behalf of the Inland Empire
Unit of the ACS, which
services Riverside and San
Bernardino counties. A vari
ety of activities is planned
for this year's smokeout,
including distribution of
thousands of "stop smoking"
pledge cards, literature dis
semination and the fourth
annual G.A.S. Half and
Quarter Marathon, Nov 22.
Last year, an estimated 30
percent of the nation's
In an effort to call atten smokers - 3 of every 10 -
tion to the hazards of participated in the smoke
smoking cigarettes and the out. The Inland Empire Unit
link to cancer, the American is looking for volunteers to
Cancer Society an nually sets help in the effort locally.
aside a day to encourage More information can be
everyone to quit smoking. received by contacting
This year's date is Nov. 19. Cathy Perry at 683-6415 or
One of tht: target groups 824-2724.
This year's California You
that the ACS is especially
focusing on this year is th Chairman for the smoke
teenage girls. According to out is figure skater Dorothy
national statistics, the num Hamill. The national chair
ber of teenage girls who man is actor Larry Hagm an,
smok� a pack or more of who plays the character
cigarettes a day quadrupled "J.R." in the television ser
between 1964 and 1975. An ies, "DALLAS."
RIVERSIDE-High school
Poly last year in leading her.
player Cheryl Miller of Riv
erside has been named re
gional chairman for the 1981
Great American Smokeout
campaign, a stop.-smoking
effort sponsored by the
American Cancer Society.
Miller, 6-2 senior at Poly
High School, is nationally
recognized as one of the
finest women's basketball
players in the country. She
averaged 39.4 points and
23.0 rebounds per game for
POiy last year in leading her
undefeated team to its third
consecutive state champion
ship.
She also participated for
the United States team in
international competition
last summer.
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Wilder And Jacks
Guest For Annual Day
The Senior Choir of St.

nardfno,Rev. William Jacks,

Mark Mi11ionary Baptist

Putor. Guett Soloist Sia. E.
Anderton from Mt. Zion

Church located at 259 E.
Central in Sao Bernardino,
Ca, will hold their Annual

Moore will al.lo bring a aolo.
"PleN come out and help
111," 117a Georgia March,
�nt, "we are reques

ia "His Loving Kindneaa la
Forever," 2nd Chronicles
7-6. Participating choirs are

ting your prayers." Dinner

Ajalon_ Baptist Church from
Palm Spring&, Rev. Wilder

Sil. Gecqia Marah, Presi

will be aerved at 1:30.
dent, Bro. Harrison Crump,

is P11tor and 11t. Paul

Director and Rev. F.R.

A.M.E. church in Sao Ber-

American
Muslim Mission

Williama, Putor.

'-; GRACE BETHEL
BAPTIST CHURCH

The Gracious, the Compassionate
,.,
Why do Mualim women cover their heads and wear long
dreaes? What ii the significance of the Muslim dress code?
To get a better understanding of the essential nature and
advantages of the Isamic dress standard, .non-muslims
should know something about the significance of the
particular manner of dress that they identify with.
The Nature of clothing is to cover the body thereby
protecting it from various elements in the environment such
aa wind, rain, and heat. Clothing also aerves to protect the
human being from indecency. If a person comes o�t
publically wearing no clothes at all, that person would be
jailed for what is called indecent exposure beacuse he has
gone beyond the civil limit of dress code that ·s prescribed by
man's law. If most people are careful not to violate this law,
how much more should we be aware of the injunctions that
God prescribes for man in regards to dress standards.
On one hand society is discouraged by the law not to
violate civil dreu codes. On the other hand, the clothing and
advertisement industry encourages society to give less
attention to codes of dress and focus more attention upon
styles of dreu. No wonder people are so confused, they're
caught between a social "yes" and a social "no.''
There are many beautiful and colorful styles of Islamic
Drels. Tbe1e styles not only enhance the natural beauty of
the Muailim, but they identify him through cultural
expression. Styles or dress patterns without some kind of
restrictions can be anything from neck-to-ankle covering, to
mini skirts, to nudity. In view of this, style in Al' Ialam, is
not permitted to take priority over modesty.
The Saying, "clothing makes the man," is true in the sense
that clothing identifies him and reflects something about his
particular life style. The chief significance of the Ialamic
dreu and how it is associated with the lifestyle of the
Muslim Is that it serves to identify him as a dignified perso.n
in aociety. Ria dress represents a symbol of dignity.
To Be Continued

in Christ;
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.,. •. Sharing
. . faith
.
.
.
and a desire to express lovmg unity m H1m--desp1te,
denominational and other differences--have brought.
together one of the broadest alliances of Christians
ever seen in Southern California.
Whites, blacks, Blacks, Hispanics, Asians,
independent
Pentecostals,
d enominational
evangelicals-
non-pentecostal
charismatics,
congregations and individuals from all these groups
are represented in the rapidly developing joint effort
called "America for Jesus."
Highlight event of "America for Jesus" in
southern California will be a massive rally at
Pasadena's famous Rose Bowl football stadium on
Saturday afternoon, Oct. 3.

ONE
PHONE
CALL

and
you awake
a

SELLING
GIANT
CALL CLASSIFIED
824-8884

BLACK
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Amos Temple
:C.M.E.
I

.Rev. V.J. EDNER,
PASTOR

Our sermon for Sunday was "How strong is your faith."
Text Genesis 22:1-7. The· message centered around the faith
Abraham had when God called on him to sacrafice Issac, his
only seed, on the altar. Abraham immediately made
preperations knowing that God would fullfill his promise.
Bro. Tyrone Dunn rededicated to God last Sunday and
four new membe,r s joined our family. J amala and Malaika
Jacocks were baptised also.
Our sick and shut-in are Mrs L.H. Johnson at Loma Linda
Medical Center, Mrs. Odessa Montrose at home, Mother
Williams and Mrs. Edmonds.
Miss Tonia Barfield and Mr. Frank P. Dunn Jr. (son of
Mrs. Dunn) will exchange marriage vows on Saturday
October 10th at 4:30 p.m. God Bless you!
Bro. Rodney Hoover is expected home for a visit on
Friday, September 25, 1981. We are looking forward to his
return!

'
REV. WM SELDON.

By Iman Ron El-Amin
With the name God,

America For Jesus

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1981

Church in the city, Rev. H.
Campbell, Putor, Rev.

Day Sunday evening · Sept
ember 27, 1981. The theme

REV. T.C. WILDER

VOICE NEWS

PASTOR
CHURCH REPORTER:.
Sis. Ruthie Seldon·

Our Sunday school has been gro\\'.ing in at
tendance for this quarter and we are praying that we
will grow spiritually as well.
Our assistant Pastor, Rev. N. Smith brought our
message with the scripture reading taken from I John
5:1-9. He chose for a subject, "Where is your
record " Our attention was focused on the message
as Rev. Smith said that we must give an account of our
deeds. We need to stop being bench members and
start start working for the Lord. The Lord has our
record on high and if we are not sure of our salvation
now is the time to commit our lives to Christ. This
message was very timely and we were spiritually fed
with the word.s through Rev. Smith.
The adult choir rendered music to the Glory of
God. But our devotional service set the service in
motion as our deacons prayed and sang. The Lord
was with us and and his spirit was manifested through
the worship service.
We would like to take this time to thank all of our
members, Friendship Baptist Church and the Lewis
Singers fer sharing our musical with us. We enjoyed
the fellowship and our lives were made richer because
of your participation in our service.
The men of our church will sponsor a car wash on
September 26th from 9:00 to 4:00 at Duke's Exxon
located on the corners of La Sierra and Magnolia
Avenue.
Rev. M. Franklin will deliver the morning
message for us on September 27th. Our choirs will be
with Friendship Baptist on that afternoon for annual
choir Annual Choir Day.
Leaders "are praying that the broadcast crosssection of Christians ever to come together in this
region will fill the bowl to overflowing," siad State
Director Peter Congelliere, of Anaheim. He added
that a growing army of volunteers were doing all they
could to make that happen.
One group of volunteers, for example, are doing
.
their best to make a personal visit to literally every
pastor from Fresno to San . Diego to deliver information about "America for Jesus" and urge the
Some
pastor and his church to take part.
denominations are sending out additional material
with a supporting cover letter.
In the meantime, interested pastors are being
urged to contact the "America for Jesus" office

COPY DEADCINE
MONDAY 9 a.m ..

Allen Chapel
A.M.E.
Church News

Vernard Johnson
Every once in a while a recording artist will Lake his best
and put it on wax for our convenience. Needless to say this is
what minister Vemard Johnson did on his latest L.P.
Brother Johnson is known in the field of gospel music u
dynamic, refreshing, and spirit filled, and if you havep 't
heard his unique ministry, you have missed a treat.
He is acclaimed all over America a.s "The World's Greatest
Gospel Saxophonist."
His talent is truly anointed by God, and his vision is to
reach people through his unique ministry of music.
· People throughout the Inland Empire request Yernard on
a consistent basis, I suppose it would be safe Lo say that hi8
rt:dition "If God Is Dead" is one of the most popular
!K·lections in this area.
There is a total of twenty-0ne selections on this double-pak
m�rding, which includes such dynamic testimonies u,
"Thank You Lord," Only What You Do 1''or Christ Will
Last," "I've Decided to Make Jesus My Choice," "It's Real"
and The Song of Songs," "'Precious Lord Take My Hand."
If you have always wanted a collection of Vernard's
r
g eatest hits, here's the best of the genius of Vernard

Riverside
Pastor
I. Ray Tho-rnton
by Mrs. T.. Jewell
'l'he Celestial Choir sang many beautiful selections and
Mr s. Bettye Baxter led the Choir singing "Ask What You
will Of The Savior." Mrs. Leatta Fassett did a special
request for Altar call titled "Just A Closer Walk With Thee."
The Pastor reminded us that with all the confusion in the
world, we need Jesus in our lives.
'faking his Text from Phillipians 3:15-21 Subject: People
Ttie Church Can Do Without. Pastor Thornton stated that
J
the Church needs people whose heart is right with God.
� ;,�i 1
Paul said, there were people even in his day who were
.\.....
enemies of the Cross. Those are the ones the Church can do
without Jesus died on the Cross that we might have a right
to the Tree of Life. The Church is dear to those who are truly
converted. We should live out lives as true Christains so
others will want to copy after us.
Putor'1 Pea: Do not let it be a secret that you are a aoldier
of Cluilt, don't be uhamecl of your colon.
The Laymen's Organization held their election Sunday
e,·ening and Mr. Joseph Jewel, President promises a full and
informative year.
The Pastor, Officers and Members join in prayer for the
siek and shut-ins everywhere.
Allen Chapel is a Church where everybody is somebody. ADOLPHUS R. "BE1'1" TRAYLOR, M.D., proaiaeat
Paudena phylidaa for 35 yean received I.be 1979-80 S.,..
.
directly at 714 754-1523 or by mail at 3321 Yale St , Dlatinquidled Lt. Governors Award at t.be rec:eat 611&.
Annual Coaveataon of the Califoraia-Nevada-Hawaii Diatrict
Santa Ana 92704.
Programs plans for the Rose Bowl rally are still of Kfwani■ International belcl in Loag Beach Caliltnia. Aa
10 he was the leader aad ■-peniNr
taking shape, but the principal features will include a Lt. Governor of
in the Plllldeaa-Altadeaa-S..
Clubs
Kiwanis
Tlurteea
of
mass choir drawn from throughout the area and
directed by Melodyland Director of Music Rich Cook; Gabriel Valley area. Amoag some of bi, eccomp61ba1■ta
.
an orchestra conducted by Peter Jacobs, music WII the orpair.ation of t. new club, the Goldea K Chit af
director of Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa; extensive Rolemead California and a Builden Club at Oiot Jr. Hip
participation by students of Christian schools, and School in Puadena. The theme for the year 1979-80 � "Go
AD Estn Mile" u characterized by the booti oa &be pla,fae.
other parts of the nation.
He ii the father of local , ·esident Connie Garrett.

Dimion

"Our Editor Meets The People''

B ·- �5

•:

PRODUCTION·
Presents In Concert

Willa H. Childress - Soprano
Joyce A. W. Powell -- Poet-Authoress
Sunday, October 18, 1981 - 6:00 p.m.
San Bernardino County Museum Auditorium
2024 Orange Tree Lane, Redlands, California
Donation - $6. 50

Ms Althea Mitchell Waites
Sponsored by Leon's Choteau of Designs, Aiverside, CA

We are a community newspaper interested
first in local happenings. Whether the sub
ject is politics, school board meetings or an
event that directly affects our people, we
will report it in depth. We want an informed
citizenry able to cope wisely with the grow-

th of our community and its problems. Our
news and advertising staffs are ready to
serve the community's needs. Our editor's
door is always open to new suggestions
and ways we may better serve the comm
unity.

.BLACKVOICE NEWSPAPER
P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA 92502 824-8884
..,
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Antioch
Baptist
Church
Rev. Jay Edwards,
By Sis A. Lewis,
Reporter

William Gary
Delivers Message

He told us that we don't have the power necessary in our
lives. We can have a new car sitting in the parking lot with
the motor running til the gas runs out and then try to drive
it away. I\ is powerless and won't go. The Holy Ghost

Once again we were privileged to hear Rev. William Gary
our Youth Minister deliver the message on last Sunday. His

subject was: "Taking Inventory." Script ure text II Timothy

19:21. Rev. Gary inst�ucted

the

Rev. Thompson spoke to us Sunday Morning from Acts 19.
His subject text was "Your Power Source: The Holy Spirit."

congregation to take

inventory of themselves. It is always good to examine

ourselves and make sure that we are doing the things that
are pleasing in the sight of God. He also stated that the
''foundation of God standetb sure, having bis seal, the Lord
Knoweth them that are his, and that everyone who call upon

the name of Christ should depart from iniquity. II we profess

� be Christians, then we should not be out in the world.

committing some sinful act.
The Lord continued to bless us throughout the day, at 3:30
p.m. the members of Antioch and our invited guest
celebrated the Fourth Annniversary of our pastor and wife.
Rev. Conners of First Baptist Church of Perris was the
Guest speaker. Our theme for the afternoon was: "A

Spirit-Filled Anointed Minister." Revelation 1:10. As the

invitation was extended for the acceptance of Christ, the

Lord blessed us with a candidate for baptism. A special
closing remarks was given by Sis. Edwards and other

visiting Ministers.

REV. EMMERSON JEFFERSON

�•s agent here on earth. He is somebodyll Rev. Thomp10n
told us that Satan will keep us away from prayer meeting.
Once you miss, he wants to have you stop going, but go to
prayer meeting anyway. We need to live up to our church

ROSE OLIVER

covenant. We make a vow to God everytime we say it. We
should not say it if we aren't going to do it.

Oliver Seeks City
CO u n ci I seat

Visiting with us was Rev. & Sis. Rule, Rev. Matthew
James, Rev_. Garrett, Bro. Ray Barnes, Mrs. Smith, Ms. Pat
Patterson and Bro. Woods.

Sunday we are looking forward to a great time with
Annual Choir Day. Everyone is invited.
This past Sunday both Choirs sang at the beautiful

I will be a 'fun-time City Councilperson.

W&fd

them.

I am running for City Council because l believe that I can
Please remember to visit and pray for the sick and shut-in. vastly improve the quality of representation of the Second
Pastor Gray reminded us Sunday night that "Time is filled Ward and thereby improve the quality of government in the
with swift transitions" and that we'd better "hold on to whole city. I am also running because I believe tha twe all
God's unchanging hand.
owe an obligation of se rvice to our communities. As my
record of experience indicates, I have for long ti.me worked

to help improve quality of life in my neighborhood and in the

The Youth of Antioch will be having their Annual Youth As I Wu Joging: It is time for some local 10k races now. I
Day Celebration. The dates are, Oct 9th at 7 :00 p.m. and Oct am looking for alot of my military and civilian friends to be

a student at UCR; Cecil Jr., is a college student and Craig

I have a B.A. in Political Science; have worked 14 years
for the Riverside Unified School District; and am a former

Sept 14. We discussed the progress made in this prorram,

als. Mr. O.W. Miller, director of CADA,
go
introduced a gentleman from the county who spoke about a
program called (STEP) Systematic Training For Effective
I
Parenting. One of the purposes of this program is to bring1

about an understanding of your child's emotions and yourself
as a parent; recognizing the differences between "good"
parents and responsible parents. (More Later)

Moreno Valley School District: During the course of this
schoolyear, the District has hired 74 certificated person, 9
management/confidentials and 90 classified persons. The Suaclay Sehool h Important: Sunday at March AFB Chapel
aim in hiring persons new to the district has been to improve #1, our lesson was "God seeks me through God's Law" - our
urpose was to consider how God has made himself .known
the racial/ethnic balance and to maintain high standards. p
through
the giving of his law. I stress that the obedient life,
U nder the directio n of Dr. Gail Tssier, Assista nt
Superintendent for instruction, a through analysis of the the life that is built on the order and stability suggested by
'district is instructional program including special education, God's natural laws and the laws of the Old Testament, is the
-compensatory education and support services was under kind that enables us to come to an understanding of God.

However, we cannot begin to comprehend God merely on
' Business Function of our School District: Eleven relocatable terms of the law. Voting is a way of making a decision that
classrooms have been purchased and has based fifteen will help everyone. Vote for your candidate on November 3,
taken.

·additional modular buildings that will be in use this 1981 for the Moreno Valley School Board District.
· semester.
·Student, of the Week: Regina Richards and Robert Follett.
• Regina is a nice young lady who completes all of her
assignments and is a very good Math student. Robert is a

"very cooperative student who works very hard to help us
have a top classroom. He �- dr_aw very well too, like his
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greatest mixture of races and antionalities. The future of our

Black Voice News

Call: 784-ROSE.
►
"'r

Donald Clay
of Collegiate Unlimited , Inc.
(

Educational Specialist)

'O ctober 6, 1981 7:00 P.M.

PARENTS, YOUTH, TEACHERS & COUNSELORS
are encoura ed to attend
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more tbaD 11eveaty days from the date of the general

election."
This means two thing s that we should take note of...

among the "common folk" of Riverside long enough to know
the legacy of broken dreams and unfulfilled expectations of

workable program that embraces the wide spectrum of
-◄
people and problems that exist in this ward. The community
,
needs someone who is energetic and has the time, talent and
tempreme nt to work harmonously with the community and

.

Don't De I a y Subs Cr j be·
TO d 8 y
BLACK VOICE NEWS

with City Hall to bring about some changes in local
n

1
1

� NAME ______________

STREET _____________7

CITY-------------11

The University of California, Riverside
NO CHARGE

-,eeial election to be held not leu tbaD forty-five day• Dore

previous elections years. I've worked in and with enough
hopes and dreams. I believe that I would be a good community programs to know what some of the resources
representative. The Second Ward needs and deserves better are and what some of the efforts have been. I also know that
representation.
this community needs someone with more than just a
Please help me Restore Pride in Riverside - Second Ward. promise of a better future. We need someone with a

r�

Presents

ward...no caadld1te receives a majority of the total votee·

cut for the office, the City Council shall immediately call a'

So I feel that I have much of the technical know-how. I have
experience as an intern in the field office of US Congressman
George E. Brown but, more than anything l have been

nation lies in the direction of such a mixture as we have in
our ward. We all have a stake in seeing that the Second
Ward works; that America's promise is available to all her
people equally. I am certain that I do understand the
problems of all of the people in the Second Ward;-- their

tollege Money is Drying Up
I

votes cut for the office shall be declarecl elected. If ill uy

where they can find skilled and available workers. This City others office seekers he came to the conclusion that he is
must do 90mething to provide real job training for its young best qualified to articulate and promote the ideals that he
people. The Second Ward has a lot of young people who need has so much confidence in." II it's my dream" says Rev.
jobs and desperately want jobs, and not handouts. They Jefferson "then it's up to me to lead the way and to put
need training toqualify for those jobs. II I am elected, I will
together the programs that I know can unify and move this
agreuively seek funds from State, Federal and private community ahead. I was trained as a City Planner, with
a
sector 10urces to provide training. The Second Ward has the degree in Urban Studies and Sociology from UC Riverside.

' -

But Your Child Can Still Get A FREE Education

"ID those wards where there are more tbaD two,

1. That the Riverside City Charter recognizes the right that
Field Representative for Assemblyman Walter Ingalls. I
any q�alified citizen has to seek election to a public office,
have worked on various political campaigns during the past
and,
25 years. I have worked actively with a number of
2. That the language of section 1602 of the article dealing community organizations, such as; United Way, P.T.A.,
with election of members to the City Council states that in
Internation al Relations Council, Urban League, Community
order for any cnadidate to be elecLed into office in the
Relations, Sickle Cell Anemia, St. Catherine's, Y.W.C.A.,
general election (first ballot) that candidate must poll mortf
Girl Scout Leader, Riverside Today Assessment, RCC
than one-half of all eligible votes that are cast in the ballot
Re�ntry Program, N.A.A.C.P. and various other organiza
for the office of which he or she is a candidate."
tions.
This simply means that regardless of the number of
Riverside was once, and can become again, one of can
didates running for the Second Ward City Council seat
California's most attractive cities--a kind of original center
the winner MUST poll more votes than all of the challlengers
and in no sena& a mere satellite or dormitory for Los Angeles
combined. Somehow this false information about too many
and Orange County. Riverside must grow; and I am
candidates running and splitting the vote is being leaked like
dedicated to growth. But growth cannot be simply more and
toxic fumes into the community and is poisoning our minds
more houses and apartments for people who live in Los
against an electoral process that ·has been proven to work
Angeles and Anaheim. Growth must be balanced growth,
when properly utilized. I think that it's time that we realized
which means industrial and commercial development, IO
that it is to our benefit to educate the community on what
that there can be jobs for the people. II I am elected I will
the law says because an informed citizenry is the best
energetically push this City and try to push this County into
resource any community can have.
greater efforts to attract job-providing industry and
When asked why we decided to seek office in such a
commerce to Riverside. Industry comes to cities or regions crowded race? Rev. Jefferson stated that after talking to the

and our

B Y CHARLES LEDBETTER

Article XVI, section 1602 of the Riverside City Charter

candidates, only a eaaclidate receiving a majority of the total

bu a B.A. from Texas Southern U niversity and is planning
to attend Davis Law School in the fall of 1981.

held in the Moreno Valley School District Board room oa

would do us well to consult the "City Charter" as a way of

finding our what the real truth is regarding city elections.

Laboratory Supervisor by Kaiser Clinic on Van Buren Blvd.

schools. We have four children. Sandra Martin-King, a UCR
graduate, works for the State department; Brenda Oliver is

The Youth and Young Adult will accompany Rev. Edwards I felt very comfortable while I was waiting for my order,
to First Baptist Church of Perris, Rev. Edward will be the Committee Apmst Drug Abue: (C-A-D-A), a meeting waa

any one candidate being elected against an incumbent. It

states that:

in Riverside. My children have been educated in the City

The Senior Choir will fellowship with the Friendship 540 W 4th Street, Suite 6, Perris, Ca. l stopped there the
Baptist Church on Sunday the 27th on its Annual Choir Day. other day, they have a nice place, and the service is pleasanv.

been misled to believe that because there are five candidates
in the City Council race that tends to weaken the chances of

City of Riverside. I have lived in Riverside for 23 years. My

husband, Cecil, has been employed for 22 years as a Medical

11th at 3:30 p.m. Their theme is "Striving Together for running.
Christ," Romans 15:30. Rev. Foxworth of First Baptist Good Ne,n: Caron's House of Bar-B-Que recently opened in
Church of Indio will fellowship with us on Oct. 11th.
Perris, Ca. They are located in the new Indian Hills Plaza.

Moreno Valley
News

As the campaign for Riverside's Second Ward City

Council seat picks up speed, the Rev. Emerson Jefferson Jr.,
one of the candidates in that race has offered political

Iwill be accessible and I will be responsive.
education classes for the benefit of anyone within the Second
My fellow Riversiders, you are all almost certainly
area that feels they could use them. According to Rev.
m�ical at Grace Bethel Baptist in La Sierra. The Lewis wondering what makes this woman think she ought to be on
Jefferson of the Amos Temple CME Cllurch, be is frequently
our City Council? Why should anyone vote for her? Any
Singers and Grace Bethel's choirs sang also.
confronted by citizens in the com.ttlunity who have been
The Youth Choir did a marvelous job at the Trinity candidate who can't answer those questions doesn't really
misinformed about the election and the electoral process.
Christian Center Sunday evening. We are very proud of dese rve much of a hearing.
"It seems that there are many in the community who have'

brother David.

guest speaker.

Rev. Jefferson Offers
Political Education
Classes

STATE-----------�

nu

ZIP.________
FILL IN BLANK AND SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER TODAY. DO NOT HESITATE

Subscription rate:$12.00 per year.

0

t

go
;:: ;�::=��c:�;0: :::: :� open to individuals as
well as groups, and are free of charge. Anyone interested in
setting up one of these classes is asked to call l 714) 788-2940.
The first class is scheduled for Monday Sept.ember 28, 1981
at 8:00 p.m. The address is 2330 Pennsylvania Ave.,

Riverside, CA.

"Green wood makes a hot
fire."
English Proverb
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TO BE
EQUAL

FEMALE

by

With..
Betty Myles

Second Time Around

Old people are more visible these days. No Ionger
shunted out of sight and out of mind, the Senior Citizen
is emerging as a strong social and political force in
our society.
During the 70's their consciousness was raised by
'radicals' like the Gray Panther, but their seniors in
the 1980's are looking for new avenues for enhancing
their lives as well as political expression. One major
factor in bettering the self image of the elderly person
is the Work Ethic, and one organization aware of this
need is the Second Careers Program.
Established six years ago, Second Careers is a
non-profit organization that offers a unique job
placement service for the people over 55 who are
seeking work as full-time or part-time employees,
temporary or permanent positions in either the profit
sector or with volunteer agencies. Therefore, if you or
someone you know has been put out to pasture but still
want to work, contact Marion Jeffery, Program
Director, at (213) 931-8192.........or w:-itr.h her on "The
Frankly Female Show" airing October 7th .. October
8th.
And while we're talking about Seniors, here's a
book that is required reading for you: "The Art of
Aging" by Evelyn Mandel. Ms. Mandel is the Director
of the Institute of Creative Aging (213) 829-4020, and
she bBs written an uplifting guide to aging that is filled
with photos, poems, and affirmations that will inspire
people of all ages. She She, too, will be joining our
theme show on the Older American. Tune in for an
informative half-hour...
LADIES... UNTIL NEXTWEEK... "HAVE A
FRANKLY FEMALE DAY."

This is YOUR
COMMUNITY
NEWSPAPER
Now ope n o n an i n t e r i m basis, th e new
No r th Caro li n a S t a t e Zo o near Seag rove,
will feature the world's largest natural environmental zoo.

Threat From The Right
land, a resurgent bigotry that manifests itself in racis�.
••
and discriminatory postures."
<
We see that hate-fille threat from the extreme
right in the extraordinary __rise in anti-black and anti-:
Semitic incidents in recent months. Desecrations Q.(
synagogues, cross-burnings and a rash of violent in- ·
cidents directed against minorities all should serve as
danger warnings.
Moving even further to the right, we come across
a resurgent Klan and varieties of neo-Nazi groups
preaching racial hatred, training for all-out ra�e
wars, and most ominous, making a strong effort to
enlist teenagers and even younger children in their
cause.
The hate groups have been sanitized by the press,
which treats them with a respect born of ignorance..
Sympathetic portraits of working-class Klansmen are
joined with straight-forward reporting. of Klan
leaders' denials that they are not like the violent "old
Klan.
But the Klan is unchanged, and the preachers of
hate continue to degrade American life and values.·
Blowing the whistle on their activities is essential to
cre�te a. climate in which biJotry is �· longer·
respectable.
The real threat to our values comes from the·
silent sympathizers of racism, the respectable people
who wouldn;t dream of burning crosses or painting. •
swastikas, but whose silence encourages those who.
do.
For every hooded Klansman there are thousasnds
who use racial code words, fight to keep minorities out,
of their neighborhoods and schools, and practice a_
racism no less replusive for being non-violent.

narrow moral beliefs. Some of those organizations
rate politicians on moral issues, which by their
definitoin include fighting busing to end segregation
and voting for or against a federal Department of
Education.
s Curiously enough, these moral policemen wound
up giving low ratings to Congressmen who are also
clergymen while giving high ratings to more con
servative Congressmen later found guilty of bribe
taking and sexual offenses.
President Giamatti made the important point that
the tactics of such groups undermine the 'Pluralism
that is at the base of our values and freedoms.
&So their concept of sin grows to include books,
movies and art most Americans enjoy, and with that
concept of sin comes the urge to censor, to forbid, and
to restrict individual choices. All of this is in the name
of "morality" and "traditional values."
It is not enough to believe in traditional values, in
the family, in the flag, in the American system -- you
have to believe in their definition of those values.
Otherwise you are immoral and subversive.
But the real subversives are those who try to force
everyone into lockstep, who deny others the right to
define their own values and to follow their own
lifestyles.
The rise of such petty dictators of morality would
be just a bad joke if they did not demonstrate political
muscle and use sophisticate'd communications
techniques to spread their distorted message.
, ·•worse, they help set the tone for a climate of
reactionary viviousness. As President Giamatti says,
!they have "licensed a new t mean.ess of spirit in our

Vernon E. Jordan. Jr.

The Frankly Female Shows airs on KHJ-T,
Channel 9, Los Angeles every week, 6:00 a.m.
Wednesday and 6:J0a.m. Thursday morning.
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My hat is off to Yale University President A.
Bartlett Giamatti, who stirred a storm by denouncing
the Moral Majority and similar groups who seek t o
impose their interpretation of morality on the rest of
us.
President Giamatti correctly described these new
vigilates of the right wing in a speech to entering Yale
freshmen.
He said: "Angry at change rigid in the application
of chauvanistic slogans, absolutistic in morality, they
threaten through political pressure or public
denunciation whoever dared to disagree with their
authoritarian beliefs."
He is right. Last year I spoke of those "home
grown ayatollahs" who have politicized their own

•■
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Personal
I Values
Charles
I1 By Ledbetter
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of most children.
In our present mult-ethnic, industrial society,
some of these needed conditions are not present, and
so today a majority of children have lost the .op
portunit.:v for educational develo.J>ment in a number of
areas that were previously provided by family neigh.
borhood and the public media. As a result, the tran
sition from childhood, teenager to adult has become in
focreasingly difficult for our youth, and it doesn't look
good for the future.
In the past, young people had many more opportunities to move gradually into adulthood andto
reassure themselves that they can make it in an adult
society; Especially the Black Youth. At 15 or 16 they
had part-time or full-time· jobs where they worked
with adults, and measure themselves against adult
performances.
Today's youth are bombarded with examples of
conflicting values, not only in the commercials, and
other content of T.V., radio, and reading materials,
but also in the situations they observe in their own
community. Not nearly enough children go to church,
(Teenagers) and many parents are confused about the
values they should emphazise in rearing their
children. Most parents today have fewer opportunities
to demonistrate social values in working and playing
with their children than was common in earlier days.

The educational functions fo·-nerly carried on by·
the home and community are only partially provided,
for by the schools. At the same time T.V .. viewing has
emerged as the chief way in which children spend:
their waking hours (this has been going on for twq.
generations.)
A considerable number of high schools have"
already recognized the problems many of their·
students face in amking the transition to adulthood:
and ha\t�-responded by establishing tr variety of ac�
tion-learning programs - learning programs learning
from experience and associated study that is or could"
be accredited by an educational institution.
The fact that schools in communities of many
types and sizes have been able to work constructively'
with out--0f-school persons and organizations is, a·
basis for confidence that our schools can meet the.
demands to develop significant out-of-school ef
The fact that schools in communities of many:
types and sizes have been able to work constructively:
with out--0f-school persons and organizations is,
''
basis for confidence that our schools can meet the,
demands to develop significant out-of-school:
educational experiences that involve young people in:
constructive activities with adults.
It is my opinion that Perris and Moreno Valley;
School Districts are doing excellent work in this area.'

The gentle ingredient in
Sleep·Eze helps you get
a good night's sleep. and
wake up refreshed. Use
�
only as directed.
,�

0000
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For constipation
you'll call it
"The Overnight Wonder"

RestEasy
With Ste,p-Eze: ]

r-

Learn a valuable job skill while you're still in high school with
your local Army Reserve unit. You'll earn over $1,000 a year part
time, and all it takes is a weekend a month during school-the rest
of your training is in the summer. If you're 17 or older and at least
a sophomore. look into it. Call Y,<>Ur Army Representative, in the
Yellqw Pages under "Recruiting.'

Ever feel uncomfortabl e with your laxative ?
Then it's time you tried the gentle medicine they
call "The Overnight Wonder."
It's today's Ex-Lax' and it relieves the discom
forts of constipation by helping restore the body's
own natural rhythm. Try ittonight. You'll like the
way you feel in thP. morning'
Chocolated or pills. Ex-Lax is 'The Overnight
Wond er."

YOU
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AO VICE ON ALL MATTERS

THE BLACK VOICE NEWSPAPER

•

... . Adjudicated a legal newspaper of general
circulation on July 8, 1974, case number 108890 by
the .Superior Court of Riverside County.
. . .. BLACK VOICE is a weekly newspaper,
published every Thursday by Hardy Brown and
Associates, 4465 Mt. Vernon Avenue, P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, California 92507. Telephone (714) 8248884.
....The Black Voice sells for 2S cents per copy.
Subscription is $12.00 per year. Out of State subscriptions $15.00.
..The BLACK VOICE'S objective is to serve the
entire community.
, ... . News releases appearing in the BLACK VOICE
do not necessarily express the policy nor the opinion
, of the pubIishers.
....The BLACK VOICE reserves the right to edit or
rewrite all news releases.
HARDY L. BROWN, Publisher
CHERYL BROWN, Editor-Owner
ARDESS LILLY. Managing Editor
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Anniversary Special
$1.00 with this card.

MACRAME
CROCHET

Jlnnn

"
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(714) 875-5750

(5 mLIL'S W of

Srln 8ernrtrd1no on 110)
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ceqAM1CI/I.ARE SPEC.� ....T1ES
OPEN TuESOA.. T)iRU SATuRDA.. 10 A,, · 6:) v-

17141 682·' 338

686-1290
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564 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD.

I.

2211 UNIVIEA ITY AVE,
RIVltR IDlt. CA
07
PHONE 784-1041

IIOURS 10am -lOpm.OAILY

Established February, 1973

''
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renvironment

In all areas of our society, the learning process
takes place in many situations and under many
conditions. If we are to develop an understanding of
the problems of efficient use of educational resources
todya, it will be helpful to examine the distribution of
educational functions.
In the past, a great deal of a person's education
was obtained at home, with friends and neighbors in
the community, at work, and through the various
experiences furnished by books newspaper and the
radio along with T.V. The school was responsible for
helping young people learn to use the resources of
systematic scholarship as well as to continue their
socialization in a civilized society - one in which all
individuals are respected, order prevails and effective
habits of work are encouraged.
When the child's home and neighborhood are
relatively stable, and when the adults at home and
those outside foster the attitudes, practices, and ways
of thinking that are positive reinforcement for the
wider society and for the child's individual development, then the out-of-class situations will serve
significantly the necessary educational functions.
Years ago, these conditions characterized to informal

PICK UP A JOB SKILL
WHD.E YOU PICK UP A DIPWMA.

Where Is Learning

I

of !Beauty dalon

"<'Whcu ;$,nau: fPw/J.& c:A(cat''
,SHIRLEY BROU88AR0 • OWNP

MEN
WOMEN

•

{!,'tE.it

!Bw.uty Salon

6743 BROCKTON
RIVERSIDE, CA. 9250H
TUI!&. - SATo' 9 TO 6

Complete
Line
Make-up, Manicures & Fingerpainting
•we Care About Your Hair

PRllt8S II, CLJRL.
CONOITIONlltRS

BERTHA'S BEAUTY SALON
and Bouliquv

8PltCIAL.IZING IN
PERMANENT REI.AXERS ANO AL.L CLJRL.Y PltRMS
3835 PARK AVIC.
AT UNIVERSITY
RIVERS/OE, CALIF, 112807

Cbony

8LJS. 714/682-1338
RES. 714/6815-71582

PSYCHO-DYNAMICS

(PERSONAL MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAMS)

3639 UNIVERSITY AVE.
SUITE 218
RIVERSIOI!. CA 92801

BERNICE A. WAMPLER
BUS. 781-8534
RES. 682-0091
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1-MAVOR AB S NOTES
Items of General Interest
to the Citizens of Riverside

on Friday.
The patient who will be
depending on your blood
donation to aav, his, or her
life could be a friend, a
member of your family - or
even you, yourself. When
you come to the Blood Bank

Twe n t y-thre e studies·
in eight countries have
shown that lung cancer
patie nts are predominant•
l y cigare tte s m oke rs.

Riveraide utility bills. The
aetual audits will begin in
early October, The new
service ii available to resid
ential customer■ of the Riv Many forms of cancer are
curable.
eraide Electric Utility.

Riverside's Home Energy pating banks are delegated
Survey is an in-depth study most preliminary loan deci
bring a friend· and donor of your home energy use, sions normally made by SBA
with you.
providing ideu to help you In turn, the Agency pro·
Happy Birthday to our ,reduce energy bills. It is mises to give banks its final
'
loan approval within three
good neighbor, Loe Angeles! conducted your home by
working days.
Beginning u a small Indian professionally trained consBy mid-1981, the Certified
Village and evolving to a e rv ati on repreaent a t 1· ves Lenders Program had
major marketplace, Loe An- who have been certified by grown to include 250 TERRY GOGGIN chats with Bob Parker after he accepted
Mayor Ab 8 rown
geles today is an enthusiast- the State to perform these lenders.
Atlembly l)utriet.
Cardenas announced, "I
The local blood bank repr- ic, vibrant, and vital city.
surveys. It takes about two
have
doubled the number of
to
Hall
City
With a network of freeways, and a half hours to complete.
eaentative called
banks
in- the Certified Lendindicate they desperately streets, roads, airport s and
At the completion of the
ers Program. There are
.- need blood donations.
harbon, Los AngeIes hu Hc!me Energy Survey, the
more than 500 participants
· Donating blood is easy, established itself as a lead- conservation representative now.
take, only a few minutes, ing American metropolitan will recommend the install- · "We are pleased with the
and is truly a rewarding area and on September 4, ation of any energy conserv- success of the program, and SAN BERNARDIN O-As- community and on my staff,
has given him a great de pth
experience.
celebrated its bicentennial.
ation meuurea and will we want to increase still semblyman Terry Goggin
-Anyone is good health,
of understanding of .the
The Loe Angeles City Hall U1ist you in arranging to further this type of lever was pleued today to an
facing my Assemproblems
weighing over 110 lbs. 17
aging of private sector res nounce the promotion of Mr.
is built near the Indian have them installed.
ources - not only in the bank Robert Parker to the posi bly District than anyone I
year■ of age but not more
village deacribed by the
A 8 I ment'ione d i· n a lending areas but in all areas tion of Administrative Assi know."
than 86 year■ of age, can
Spanish pioneen who found· previoua column, I had such of will help us reach many stant in charge of his Dis
"It is a pleasure to have a
donate blood. You can aafely
with his judgment
person
.
ed Los Angeles. The city's an audit at my home recent- more businesses, and on a trict Office staff head
donate blood every eight
1kyline today cuts tall shad- ly and found it moat enligbt- more effective and efficient quartered in San Bernar and values managing my
.
weeks and up to five times
District Office."
dino.
owe acrou a broad plain ening and rewarding experi- basis."
Parker's primary role will
each year. These extra
Said Goggin, "Bob Park
Through July, 1981, the
where this Indian village, a ence. 1 was one proud
donation, are very import
Certified Lenders Program er's lont c�reer in the be to ensure that Goggin's
Spanish pueblo, a Mexican homeowner when I found we
resulted in approval of 15,
ant in maintaining a continuprovincial capital and a live in a very energy effic 912 guaranteeq loan re
ing aupply of bloc:I. ·
Donated blood is needed Yankee boomtown once bus- ient home. The only thing quests worth $764.5 million.
In addition to further
suggested wu a blanket
for the treatment of a large tied.
expansion
of the Certified
We in Riverlide join toge around our water heater.
number of patients in 32
I.enders Program, Cardenas
The local gas company is
hoapita11 tbrOughout the In- ther to wish Mayor Tom
said the Agency plans to
land Empire. To meet this Bradley and his fellow Los aleo conducting home ener- inaugurate a pilot Preferred
gy •urvey1 a� you may Lenders Program during the
need the Blood Bank of San Angelenoe' a 1happ;y, bicentt"lt h
.,
ennial
birthday
celebration.
request a 1urvey from either first half of Fiscal 1982, th� )
Bernardino and Riverside
the Riveraide Public Utilit- year beginning October 1.
Countiel must have donors
Under the Pilot Preferred
Beginning in Septem ies Department or the Soutevery day, Monday through
Lende rs Progr am, which
Saturday. The blood bank ber, a 1pecial bill stuffer hero California Gas Compwas
authorized by the Small
on Indiana Avenue in River- regarding Home Energy Su any. The survey telephone
Business Development Act
side is open from 12 to 6 p.m. rvey1 will be include<! in is 787-7452.
of 1980, the Agency will
delegate in most instances
private sector more involved all loan making and servic
in SBA programs. By assign; ing decisions on SBA guar�
ing more loan authority and anteed loans to participating
responsibilities to private lenders. Approximately 75
lenders, under overall super of the lenders who have
vision of our Agency, we can been articipating in the
help more small businesses Certified Lenders Program ·
Business Editor
than ever before, use Agen will be recruited for the
cy resources and funds to Preferred Lenders Pro
greater advantage and cut gram.
down on paperwork and
Cardenas says he expects
time-consuming decisions.
that 35 percent of SBA
"This approach works to business loan guaranty acti
the advantage of SBA, vity in Fiscal 1982 will be
banks, and - most import processed thro.ugh the Certi
, antly •· to small firms fied Lenders Program and ROSE OLIVER, candidate for Riverside City Council
WASHINGTON, D.C.- The plans to inaugurate a second
starting up operations or the pilot Preferred Lenders Second Ward and aetive member- on the International
U.S. Small Business Admi- special lending program un
Relatiou board, recently along with her family hosted two
expanding present ones."
Program.
nistration (SBA) announced der which banks will be
Japaaeae
college students from Riverside's sister city of
In 1979, SBA started, on a
Banks interested in parti
today that it has doubled the delegated all loan-making
Sendai
Japan.
In recent years, Mrs. Oliver and her family
pilot basis with 29 banks, a cipating in the Certified
number of banks taking part and most servicing and
Certified Lenders Program Lenders Program should have hosted many foriegn students from Riverside's sister
in a special program to liquidation decisions invol
designed to provide fast and contact the nearest SBA cities in an effort to promote goodwill and cultural
simplify and -speed loans to ved in a loan by the bank and
efficient sergvice to small office. The Agency has over
small businesses.
then guaranteed by SBA.
business persons seeking 100 field offices which are
At the same time, SBA
Cardenas said the
loans made by banks and listed in telephone direc
�dministrator Michael Car- _ tions "are in line with my
then guaranteed by SBA. tories under "U.S. Govern
�enas announced Agency determination to get the
Under this program, partici- ment."

!n

the appointment u Assistant Adminiltrator for tile 6itlt

Parker Named To Head
Goggin District Office
District Office is properly
serving people and organizations facing problems with
State law and agencies.
Parker is the owner of
Person to Person Communicators. He is the founder and
Past President of Westside
Action Group, Past President of Kiwanis Club of
Greater San Bernardino,
an_d recently served as cam·

paign manager to San Bern
ardino Mayor, Bob Holcomb.
Parker succeeds Mary Jo
Rossi who has joined Goggin's Assembly Criminal
Justice Committee staff in
Sacramento.
Goggin's District Office is
located at 290 North "D"
Street Suite 802 in San
Bernardino. His telephone
number is 884-1241.

•••••

Business and Finance
By Stephen W. Watson

SBA Expands Program
To Speed Loans

Black Voice News Now ·In News
· Stands All Over Riverside
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WE BUY &SELL
HOURS: 9 TO 5 - 7 DAYS A WEEK
785-5240
10694 Magnolia Ave.• Rivenide, CA 92505
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GROCERIES • PRODUCE
COLD BEER • WINE

�

"

INLAND FISH DISTRIBUTORS

SUNRISE MARKET

PAUL KHALIO

RON EL-AMIN
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WILLIAM o. DRAKE. OWNER
!5326 MISSION BLVD.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92S09
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RIVERSIDE, CA 92517

.
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(714) 688-6607 EXT, 1!S
24 HR, PHONE SERVICE
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Announcing the Services of
L. BENJAMIN LIVINGSTON, PH.0,

LICENSED P&VCHOLOGIST
Y
INDIVIDUAL.. GROUP ANO FAMIL.Y PSYCHOTHERAP

. ,.,,,,od,,,'I

(714)17.J.f{JC

683-5250

31'...,ro !.,

DR. COREY AND FAMILY
Dr. Henry E. Corey, Occupation:
A :\-.;clear, Bio:ogicai Chemical
Research Scientist
2021 Mission Ave. Suite 289
Oceanside, CA 92054
Phone (7i4i 757-2357
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P.O. Box 5264
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�� See Sill for a Real Dear �

(714) 823-2424
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.��� Bill's USED CARS

115911 WEl!IT HIGHU.NC AVIENU
IE
l'"ONTANA, CALIFORNIA

Q

CARS YOU CAN DEPl!:ND ON
SALES a SERVICE'

�
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awareness. "I strongly feel that hosting people from other
countries has been a very healthy learlllll&' and sharinc.
experience for my family and I," stated Oliver. "I have
always been for fostering better relations among other
nations. We plan to continue our involvement in these and
other related programs" she added.
Paid Political Adverwement

j/JJ6'

TELEPHON£
(714) 682-400!5
BY APPOINTMENT

201 W. BIG SPRINGS ROAD
RIVERSIDE, CALIF. 92507

.JsB

Scrap Dealers
[714] 714•297S
5231½ 34 th St.

RUBIDOUX, CA 92509
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GINO TATUM-DEF. LINE.

..

LOUIE PATRONE - STROl\G SAHi.:TY

RON JEGLUM - QUARTERBACK

Riverside, Roberts participated actively there as a. member
of the footb�, basketball and track teams. The 5'11", 156

Several Key Players Return To RCC
The Riverside City College Tigers man9:ged to
obtain more success last year than in the past
decade, by finishing second place in the Mission
Conference. This recent success comes under Head
Coach Barry Meier, who came to RCC last year from
Riverside Poly.
RCC will be returning 12 of last year's starters to
roster. Among them is d�fensive tackle Gino
1981
the
Tatum. Tatum, from North High School is expected to
make a big contribution defensively for the Tigers.
While at North, Tatum received three most valuable
player awards, including all-league honors. Having a
good season quicker now, and is looking forward to a
successful season. "I am sure this will be a successful
season, says Tatum. "The defense looks stronger
than it did last year, and we started lifting weights
earlier so we should have less injuries. There is more
compettion in the squad for starting positions this
year; that makes everyone work harder," he says.
Another defensive ace for the Tigers is returning
strong safety Louie Pa Trone, who played at Fontana
High School and received AII-CBL and All-CIF honors
as a senior. "If we stay healthy, we have confidence
in each other. We have some very good athletes and
all are in good shape. We had a good summer
program," says Patrone. Standing 6'1" the second
team All-Conference safety says he Jost a little weight
from last year, now at 184 pounds, but says he is faster
and stronger for this season.
Expected to be at the con.trols offensively for RCC
is quarterback Ron Jeglum. "We have some very
good returning players and also some good recruits,"

says the 200 pound, 6'1 sophomore from La Sierra
High. He continues, "The team is in better shape than
last year. Also. the team thinks and acts more t like a
unit now. I think we will have a stronger passing at
tack this year because of our improved offensive line
and good receivers. This will be an excellent season,"
says Jeglum.
Receiving team awards of MVP and Rookie of the
Year last year, Jeglum explains that he has only two
goals for this season. "All I want is to win the Mission
Conference and go on to a four-year college."
The Tigers will also be returning with experience
at the center position in Lat'ry Jones, the 211 pound, 6'0
sophomore from La Sierra High. Jones started eight
games at RCC last year, and coaches say he is one of
the teams hardest workers, very consistent, tough and
strong. At La Sierra, Jones received the coaches
award and was named SAL All-League Center his
second year on the varsity team.
With RCC promising to do more passing this year,
the man who will likely be at the other end of those
passes is sophomore wide receiver Ken McGee. "We
are looking for the championship," says McGee. "We
have a powerful defense, a good offensive line, good
quarterbacks, go'od backs and good coaches." Now
McGee '170 pounds, 6'1 says he has better speed than
last year when he led the team in receptions, and
received All-Conference Honorable Mention. While at
Moreno Valley High, McGee received All-League and
All-County Honorable Mention.
RCC will play five games at home in Wheelock
Staduim and five games away this year. The Tigers
will open their season against Antelope Valley in
Lancaster .

pound athlete has always been interested in sports, hia
mother recalls, "John has always liked sports and has alwaj,

excelled at them. Even when he was in junior high school he
played on the varsity teams. He loves racquetball and is at

the courts most of the time. He always enjoys participating
in racquetball tournaments."
John and the other participants also had an opportunity to
get in some leisure activity while in Germany, John said,
using his mother as his interpreter. "John was absolutely
thrilled about his boatride along the Rhine River. It was so
beautiful that he wants to go back someday just for another
boatride. He was imply amazed at the size of the city." Soon
after the competition ended, the athletes were taken to
Portugal for some vacation fun. John indicated that some of
the players were upset because the airline strike made it
uncertain as to when they could return home.

1

LARRYJONES -C�TER

Deaf RCCStudent
Enjoys World Games
Despite ol
n y a fourth place finish in the volleyball
competition at the World Games for deaf athletes in the
Rhine River City of Cologne, West Germany recently, John
Roberts, 22, of Riverside City College says he enjoyed the
experience of a lifetime.
"John was really excited about the trip," according to his

mother, Hisae Roberts, who had to remain at home with six
of John's younger brothers and sisters. "What astonished
John the most was the manner in which the foreign athletes
communicated. Each country has its own style of sign
tuck -- a back flip from the shoulders of the member on
language, but he understood everything."
which each is standing.
A 1977 graduate of California School for the Deaf in
In addition to the award to the cheerleaders, the
RCC songleaders and the tiger mascot received
growth, jobs and working conditions, housing market,
"spirit sticks" for their "spirited" participation in the
interest rates, and productivity.
camp activities.
2. HUMAN SERVICES (and budget policies):
Squad co-captains Carrie Schaffer and Tina
funding proposals for critical nutrition and health
Breslin led team members Lori Yerman, Dennie services, social security, education and legal services.
Brown, �enise Fleury, Tammy Andrews, Chris
Geerlings and Chrissy Gummert in the competition.
3. CRIME: domestic violence, juvenile justice,
Tiger mascot Karen Gilbert performed with the
breakdown of authority, prevention and enforcement.
cheerleaders.
4. ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT:.
RCC songleaders include Theresa Wallace, Kristy
Control of toxic waste, protection of the coastline,
Kane, Jenny Gravador, Shelly Verner and Becky
development of alternative energy sources and
Zinniker with Deborah Charles and Sondra Cassity as
protection of family recreation and wilderness areas.
co-captians.
5. INDIVIDUAL AND CIVIL LIBERTIES: family
rights, separation of church and state. reproductive
The camp, which had �n attendance of 900 per
choice, individual privacy and voting rights.
sons, is held annually for cheerleading and
6. WORLD PEACE: defense spending, arms
songleading squads from colleges and universities
c0ntrol, government service and international human
throughout the Western United States.
rights policy.

RCC • Cheerleaders Win Second Place International Notes
Riverside City College's cheerleading squad
captured a second place wward in the 1981 All
Western College University Cheerleader chaD}
pionships held recently in Santa Barbara.
The eight-girl squad competed with six other
squads in their division in the competition held during
the week-long camp -sponsored by the United Spirit
Association.
RCC's squad performed a routine consisting of
basic cheers, gymnastics, pyramid building and
tension drops.
Sarah Boese, RCC cheerleader advisor, said that
they performed akaleidoscopepyramid which is a new
aspect of building pyramids. She said that it is "most
exciting" in that the squad members change from one
pyramid to another.
The tension drops are performed by members
falling in unison from the shoulders of other members.
They also .perform somersaults in unison.
Another aspect of pyramid building is that the
members on the top of the pyramid perform a back

Inland Area Democrats Hold Hearings

The San Bernardino - Riverside California
Democratic Party Platform Committee announced
that hearings have been scheduled to determine
Democratic Platform priorities for 1982. Your help is
n 1cded in building the 1982 California Democratic
Platform.
Hearings for Assembly Districts 34, 66, 67, and 68
will be held at the Valley College Campus Center at
701 South Mount Vernon Avenue, San Bernardino on
Saturday, September 26th. There will be free
registration at 8:30 a.m. with the activities and
workshops completed by 1:30 p.m. The hearings hae

been planned to avoid luncheon or other expenses in
o.-der to encourage the greatest degree of par-·
ticipation, to gain grassroots input for a truly
representative platform and to solicit fresh and in
nJvative solutions to offer the 1982 voting public.
Each Assembly District Chair will be reporting
h�aring results to the State Platform Committee.
Experts in these fields have been selected for each
\\Orkshop to assist in developing priorities. We are
requesting your input at the following workshops:
1. THE ECONOMY: tax policy, small business

KEN McGEE - SPLIT E:11.D

For additional information contact your
Assembly District Chair or the following represen
tatives:
J,tth A.D., Lo Lou Jackson, 256-2678, 66th A.D., Gesa
Kearney, 825-9716, Joe Daly, 888-6464, 67th A.D., Del
Burgess, 797-4573, Helen Warnick, 886-8482, and 68th
A.D.. Mary Curtin. 825-7871.

A giant clam of the South Pacific often weighs as much
as 500 pounds.
,;

Now in his second year at RCC, Mrs. Roberts says that
"John is enjoying school more t9an ever. It provides a
wonderful social life and education for him." In looking back
at the World Game s, John says, "We must train harder next

time. The 1977 team went to Rumania and came in last place
so maybe we are getting better." Looking ahead to the
future, Mrs. Roberts says "John will continue to concentrate
on volleyball for a while and will keep preparing for the 1985
Olympics in Los Angeles."
Other World Game entrants from Riverside are Pat Cook,
who matched two Russian highjumpers for third place and
the bronze medal, and Kenny Clark, who competed with
Roberts on the volleyball squad.

�ut �ourt uote
whDrte �0Ur'
mcuTH is.
'

Gene Cummings
on Newton's
Everybody knows Newton's Law of "what goes up, must
come down."
Unfortunately, nobody seems to know how to apply it to
today•� inflated economy. Except

Gene Cummings
He is your local Farmers Insurance Agent. And, while the
cost of everything is going up, he knows how to get insur
ance costs down.
Whether it's with deductibles or discounts, he can prob
ably save you money on your insurance. On your property,
your home, your car and on your life.
Why not give him a call?

2259 University Ave.
liwerside, CA 92507
1714) 684-1113 .

�
�

Farmers Insurance Group
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Entertainment Coming Events
COMING ATTRACTIONS COLUMN
IN THEATRE:
Lou Gossett Jr., starring in "A Lesson From Aloes" a
play about brotherhood in South Africa now thru
October at the Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles.
"Show Girls" a play describing the trials and
tribulations of a black woman in performing arts, thru
September at the Inner City Cultural Center in Los
Angeles.
"Once in a Wife Time" a play portraying an American
man who dresse(> like an African and wishes to live
with two wives as African men can. An indefinite run,
at the Ebony Showcase in Los Angeles.
IN CONCERT:
Miles Davis, at the Hollywood Bowl September 25th.
One night only.
George Benson, at the Greek Theatre, September 29th,
thru Oct. 4th.
At the Roxy Theatre, in Hollywood, Patti La Belle,
MARK COPAGE of T,V.'s "Julia," plays the starring role, October 29, 30, 31, and November lst....And, Smokey
Robinson, November 27, 2&, 29th.
Tony tn L.A.'a Wea t Side Story.

By Sharon L .. Graine,
Entertainment Editor

MOUTHPIECE, Gee-Tar and Bid Deal of the gang the
Sbarb from play "Wea t Side Story.''

i

IMPORTANT NEWS FDA

;BACKACHE SUFFERERS!

streets of New York. The two gangs fight for
I
territorial control and end up with the lead charac
ters, Tony of the Jets, falling in love with the leader of
the Shark's sister, Maria. Marc Copage, formerly of
the T.V. series ""Julia" plays Tony and Maria, his
lady love, is portrayed by a new comer Judy Ridley.
The performance had a 3 day run in San Francisco
to a sell out audience, and it's easy to see why.
The cast was much younger than the original
version but their unique energy kept the audience
JUDY RIDLEY, does a sple ndid portrayal of Maria. m West
involved the entire evening.
Side Story.
James Burk, the Director of the Los Angeles
Institute of Performing and Visual Arts, which is
housed at I.C.C.C., expressed an interest in bringing
the entire performance to the Inland Basin. If you feel
you would like to see West Side Story performed close
ENTIRE Cast of Wes t Side Story.
to home, write James Burk, Inner City Cultural
Center, 1308 S. New Hampshire Avenue, Los Angeles, ���
California 90006. The L.A. engagement is limited. So if apa of 14-21 participated in Labor, presented by River- Bernardino High School;
ad
it. Its worth your time.
to
the 1981 SYEP program, aide City Councilman Ed Julie Williamaon,a gr uate
In the Inland Basin, there are perhaps many of possible, try see
you who have never heard of the Inner City Cultural �_,,..._,,...� w hich reeei.ved $4.7 million Shepard, Chairman of the of Hemet Adult School; and
IMA Executive Board. They Olivia Nevarez, a atudent at
Center but for those of us in the Los Angeles area it's
A aummer camp program part ment. Project members in CET.A Title IV funda.
representative of Black Theatre.
Youth participants ho- were: Genevieve Detten- Yucaipa High School and a
play
the
for CET.A..u,lble youth ad- preaent,,d
I.C.C.C. is far more than just a theatre though, it's
'Thro
gh
Our
u"
afte
DOl'9d
Friday received "C,er- court, a atudent at North reaident of CaUmeaa.
u
r
Ey
miniltered by the Nat ional
school of performing and visual arts. It teaches dance,
<'�UDclJm•n Shepard pre•
g
of play tificatea of Ex cellence" from High Scbool,Riveraide; Regacting, music. and visual and Graphic Arts. I.C.C.C. is Football Learue Players leanun all upeeta
t_ of lnald Smith,a student at San aented "CertUlcatea of Exan accredited institute offering a Bachelor or Masters AIIOCiat ion at the Clare- preeentation. Ml. Toni Dru- the U.S. �eP.artmen
degree, and is recognized as one of the best art schools moat Collepa, wu amgled in,ton accepted the award.
Uu
in the Western United States.
out for a apedal award from '!be City of San Bernardino
I.C.C. has produced many critically acclaimed
the IMA Baud. Youth• from aelected the U.S. Depll't
productions, the majority of which have been West
the citiea and countiea of ment of J<'orettry, San Ber
Coast premieres. Recently, I was at the Inner Clty
nardino National Foreat proCultural Center to see West Side Story directed by Rfvenide and San BernarLarry Van White and performed by it's Young People dino participated in this ject, undert the .supervision
'People's Production Co. The cast consisting of more outatandtng project which of Mr. Kt,n David, u their
than 30, ranged in age from 12 to 20 yearts.
featured caner exploration but project. Joee Duran
As you may remember, the story is about two and life
programs. managed the Demonstration
gangs in Harlem. The Jets, who are Puerto Rican
Rem_.a,., Education Pro'�
Dem Mimi.administrator
immigrants and the Sharks, nationalist from the
of the NFL camp program, bonond u the .... -___________ �
in the Count1 of Riveraide,
�......-......-�.......-......�
aeeepted the award.
c.ertificateewer,a1sopre- and William J. Parquette of
aented to the coordinator■ of Morongo Unified School Dia
the Outatanding SYEP Pro- trict received San BernarSAN BERNARDINO • Out- gram (SYEP) were honored jecta or Worbites. Outsta dino C4unty'a honon for the·
September 18, 1981, by the
ltlD.i1w-ft
....:..i
-. .,..
......pan ta,supernding Project in the City of Skills Training Employment
E
ve
for Diaad·rantaged Youth
xecuti
Board
of
the
vilon and projects in the
BANKAMERICARD
Rfvenido wu the HandicapInland
(BTEDY
Manpower
Asaocia) program.
1981 CETA-funded Summer
VISA
ped Prc,ject run by the
io
More than 4,000 Inland
Youth Employment Prog- t n.
Parka and Recreation DeEmpire youth between the

West Side Story At
�nner City
Cultural Center

t
t
t
t
t

•kill•

IMA Honors Youth
Participants

OF HEAL TH

New Oral Drug Treats Valley Fever
Effectively Without Side Effects

The fin,t effective oral
drug to treat Valley Fever
without serious side effects
is now available for the
estimated 85,000 cases that
occur each year in the
United States, nearly hair of
which are considered life.threatening.
fungal d.isease prevalen t
1·n1Y
.m th e South
t
am�ng blacks, F1hpmos and
Latanos--Valley Fever p�oduces symptoms ·that m·
elude �eadache, backac�e,
flu, chills 3!1d �est pam.
The fungus infection often
_. _ _._
.
,......
..., m
th e 1ungs and
spreads to the _liver, spleen
and other
vital organs.
the disease turns
· Sometimes
•
. T15•
mto memngi

A

w_� :-m3

Until the breakthrough
oral drug Nizoral™ became
available, treatment for Valley Fever has required intra·
venously-administered drugs
that can cause kidney and
liver damage, and phlebitis.
Despite the known risk.,
doctors have had no altemative to these medications.
Now afier 20 years of

painstaking
research
by
Janssen Phannaceutica, a
Johnson & Johnson com
pany, a breakthrough drug
NizoraITM, in easy-to-use
table form, has been devel
oped to effectively treat
Valley Fever without pronounced side effects.
new drug also has
shThe
own remarkable effectweness for a broad range of
other internal fungal dis
ease5, exciting the medical
profession and giving hope
to millions that simple oral
therapy may now relieve
1 ·1cult-to-t reat m.ecthe·ar d·rf
. ,
tions
Th� Food and Drug Ad· · t rafion, m
mmu;
approvmg
·
the new drug for treatment
of Valley Fever and several
other internal fungal dis
eases, has called NizoraJTM
"a new molecular entity
representing an important
therapeutic gain." Doctors
now have a new weapon
with which to combat the
health scou rge of the South
w e&t-V al ley
Fever-and
possibly a wonder drug for
all fungi.

Picture It •..

Family Portraits You
Can Treasure Always
Smile! Have a lifetime
keepsake with an endear
ing family portrait. Our pho
tographers are the best in
the business.
Call today.
'
-COMMERCIAL
WEDDINGS

IAL TO IMAGE MAKERS
116 N. Riverside Dr.
Rialto, CA
874-1090
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t
t
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MOMENTUM(>. Tablets aref

50% stronger tllan Doa1 s.
Before you take 0oan·s Pitts for
muscular backache. remember this:
MOMENTUM Tablets are 50% stronger
than Ooan·s. That rreans MOMENTUM
gives you 50% more pain reliever per
dose to relieve backache
To reduce pain. soothe inltammat1on
so muscles loosen-you can move more;
freely in m1nutes1 There·s no stronger
backache med1cat1on you can buy with
out a prescr1pt1on than MOMENTUM
Tablets Take only as directed.

cellence" to Omatudtng
BYEP Supem,on Sid Gurrola, Director of MaJntenance and Operation■ at
Rfveraide Clt7 Collep; Glo
ria Coatl, Q,aeerned Child
Can Cater, San Demardlno; Beverly Jobuon, derk
at BID Jldnto Mwaicipal
Court ud a Nlldent of

Hemet; ud Don Ogden of
the MDI Creek F1re Station
in Mentone.

l

f
-·
music f

1705 West Base Line
San Bernardino ' •

t
t
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Telephone (714) 885-5180
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LARGEST SELECTION OF TAPES &
RECORDS IN THE SAN BERNARDINO AREA
•JEWELRY
•SMOKING ACCESSORIES
•INCENSE
•CAR STEREOS
• GIFT ITEMS'
•CAR SPEAKE
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Beauty and Barber
Chumley & /
.£.,,,,,.

community development.

munity concerns. As a media

"ATI'ENTION"

Sincerely,

buyer for an advertising

agency I read several publi

StGp

Burton Advertising

is the only one

care te yov home.

Public Relations and

to talk to me about things

We carry a eamplete naa.a.J brand name produet
line, ud lell them at a "50,." leu dwa over the retail
eoanter ..ie. prieee.

Marketing·

Solidarity Day

Let Chumley 4 Z come Into your laome ud take care
of your black hair care 111d Coametica neecb.

this activity realize . the

Dear Editor:

looldDc far Black Bair Care & Ceametic Product.I

Let Cbumley & Z Beauty 4 Barber Sapply Co.
Home delivery Nl'viee delnw your DeeCla ia black hair

Kim D. Knighten

cations each day, but the

important· role public media

plays in the success of

Just a note to thank you

events such as this.

for your coverage of and

interest in "Solidarity Day."

The Solidarity Day

Those of us who organized

Steering Committee

Appreciation
Dear Editor:

Rosenburg's "Atomic Sold

iers" available from: Mr. M.

Friends, appreciated Nega

Weiner, New York Times

saki Day coverage; helps

people make

links

Syndication and Sales, 200

between

militarism and racism, Arm

aged don't Apartheid a few

things... :

1. You may want to alert
readers to the "Children's

Campaign for Nuclear Dis

Park Avenue, New York,

3. Any veteran who parti

Association of Atomic Vete

rans,

1109

Franklin Street,

Burlington, Iowa, 52601,

will accept letters written
by children opposing nuclear

of the

05667, which (319) 758-6112.

war and arms race, ad

dressed to President Rea

COLUMNIST AND CONTRIBUTORS

cipated in Atomic testing

armament," Box 560 Rd #1,

-Plainfield, Vt.,

NE·WS STAFF

NY, 10022, (212) 972-1070.

may wan to contact National

4. Excerpts from "Friend
Earth's Not Man

Apart" mapzine available

ffivd., San Rafael, CA. 94901

ble, presented to President.

samples.

Oct.

17

and jf possi-

2. Serial version of Harold

(415) 457-1947, he

Cynthia Morris
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Sharon L. Gralne,
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TYPESETTERS
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
Fred Minter
Rev. Levonzo Gray
CIRCULATION MANAGERS
Dick Webster, Pomona
J.L. Bratton, Ontario

EdRimbaugh

Kool-Aid:..On A Stick
BRAND SOFT DRINK MIX

Norman Hull, Moreno Valley
SUBCRIPTION MANAGER
Paulette Brown
ACCOUNT MANAG�R
Lynn Brown
ART DEPARTMENT
Hardy Brown, Jr.
PAPER CARRIER MANAGER

Frozen Suckers
1 envelope KOOL-AID'
Unsweetened Solt Drink Mix,
any flavor
2./ 3 cup sugar
1 quart watef

For f� fair,
friendly service
contact ...

A good person to know
for your insurance needs

Auto • Are
Homeowners
Life • Trucks Renters • Crime
Commercial
Condominiums
Boats • RY-a
Mobile Homes
Workers· Comp • Farm and Ranch

Paage l'lllicies for: Non-Snmrs
and Drivers belween 30 and 00
pars of age.
Dara lor: Aa:ident4ree Drivers
Good Students • Mulliple Cars
A wide choice ol deductibles to fit
your specific needs and budget

All policies can be combined in
one moolhly payment

Gene Cummings
2259 University Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
17141684-1113

Dissolve soft drink mix and
sugar in water. Pour into
plastic ice-cube trays or
small paper cups. Freeze
until almost firm. Insert
wooden stick or spoon into
each. Freeze until firm.
Makes about 20.

�P..
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Charles Ledbetter
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Ruthie Seldon
Rev. & Mrs. E. Jefferson Theresa Jewell

flll; and the letters will be (Peter Menkin), 3334 Kerner
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Betty Myles

Alice D. Mitchell
Mayor Ab Brown
OJlle M. Andrews
Herbert Adamu
Ron El-Amin

from Feature Associates

taken to be read at White

OF BOOKS
Library circulation
in
some areas has increased
substantially-espec i a lly
among young people--since
the introduction of an ap
pealing line of paperbacks.

for you play a vital role in

excellent coverage of com-

=+ 4

Helps Shrink
Swelling Of
Hemorrhoidal

Tl• SSUeS

caused by inflammation
.

J?octors h�ve found a med!cation that m many cases ives
prompt, temporary relie f for
hours from pain and burning
itchin hemorrhoidal tissues,then
helps shrink swelling of these
tissues caused by inflammation.
The n1;1m�: P�eparation ff®. No
prescription 1s needed. Preparation H. Ointment and suppositories. Use only as directed

Librarians stock papular
paperbacks.
This program, which moti- .
vates nonreaders to read,
and light readers to read
avidly, comes in sets of
about 135 titles. The paper
backs cover a wide variety
of high-interest subjects for
each age or grade level
from fourth through. junior
college. There's also a "Spe
cial Collection of Books for
Mature Young Adults,"
The collections, an inno
v a t i'o n o f t h e R e a d i ng
Enrichment Company, Inc.
(a subsidiary of publisher
Prentice-Hall, Inc.) are up
dated every 12 to 18 months
to help librarians keep pace
w i t h y o u n g people's in
terests. Tested nationally
before distribution, the pro·
grams first meet tne ap
proval of members of the
company's Educational Ad·
visory Board-a team of Ii·
brarians, teachers and read
ing specialists. The Board is
headed by Kay Lumley'
.
noted • reading expert and
f
books
for teach·
uthor
�
?
mg reading.
A great help to all libraries
is RECl's Unlimited Replacement Policy of the pro·
grams. This policy allows
librarians to replace books
.
lost or damaged for Just a
_
modest handlm_g charge.
.
Further mfonnabon may be
obtained direct from RECI
by calling their toll-free
number: 800-631-0173.

POLICE OfflCER

PROGRESSIVE
LAW ENFORCEMENT
City of Riverside
California
Police Officer
$1491-1998

TRAINEE

s.Jary Range: Police Offi

_career,

Exc iting

or

POLICE OFFICER

unlimited opportunities
ambitious
In
for
dividuals. If you are a
IHlgh School grad. (or
equivalent), at least 21
�ears of age and are In
good physical condition,
apply now.
CITY OF RIVERSIDE
3900 Main Street

-

Riverside, Calif, 92522

For more Information
the
about
Riverside
Police
Department
c ontact
Officer
Jim
Cannon (714) 787-7540.

--------..a
YO• DOG NEEDS
VITAMINS, TOO.

cer:

Sl,436-11,662

Trainee: '1,2ZO mo.

mo,;

BENEFITS: Unffonn allow

ance, vuatlon, uck leave,

h

paid bollday1, membenbip

in Public Employees' F.I.C.
A., Deferred Compensation

plan available, Health and

Life WUl'IIDCe plan paid for

by apne,-for both employee
ud dependent..

filSPANIC,

BLACK,
FEMALE PREFERRED
Bi-linpal deairable

FOR APPLICATION,

RE

QUIREMENTS and POSI
TIONS D E SCRIPTION

WRITETO:

City of Blythe

Penonnel Department

ZZO North SpriDc Street
lllytlae, CA 9%225

� Sergeant's
·

the µel care peupll:'

Lut day te receive comple

te. app)ltationa: Oetober 9,

1981 at 5:00 p.m.

LIST YOUR RENTAL

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/

in Co mmunity Rentals

EMPLOYER

*FREE•

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Just Call 683-5280

The Statue of Liberty's mouth is three feet wide.

/

The laughing gull often alights on the head of a pelican to snatch the fish it's about to eat.

12% of our population is Black.
Only 2% of our doctors are.
I

ps
ARE
/J
1

�c�
�,(

. ..

Willie Mae's
�� Braidery _&_ H�i!. Affair
'BRAIDING·
* HAIR WEAVES
* SCULPTURED
NAILS
* JERI-CURLS
byJHIRMACK
ALL YOUR BEAUTY
NEEDS
PROFESSIONALLY
APPLIED

By

_____·-=--"

Willie Mae Beverly

Willie Mae Beverly
4173 :PARK AVENUE
SALON

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAYTHRU SATURDAY
Call for Appointment

LICENSED OPERATOR

684•0253 Chuckie Johnson
(

C

__Ns_Av_A_IL_AB_L_E_
(111\11�·--po_s_m_ o_N_s_A_w_w_LE_____,_o_s�

New Paperbacks
Attract Readers

Keep up the great work

I salute Black Voice for its

Black Voice

Supply C�.

1545 Wut Gilbert St.
Sa■ lerurdino, C1IHer1i1 9241 I
(714) 884-4927 (714) 653-9621

that affect my life.

Editorial Staff
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4

JOB OPPORTUNITIES •
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That's why Meharry Medical College needs your help.
Since J 876, Meharry has educated more black doctors than
any other college in the world.
Today, 43% of all practicing black physicians and dentists plus thousands of other health professionals - are Meharry
graduates.
Meharry doctors help those who need it most: 3 out of 4
practice in central cities and rural areas where health care is hard
to find.
Three out of 5 become "family doctors·· - the kind these
neighborhoods need most.
Half of all Meharry students are themselves from low-income
families, and 90% need financial aid.
· To continue all it is doing for the health and life of the black
American community. Meharry must have contributions -- for
scholarships, faculty, research.
Because of Meharry·s service to the nation, many are already
giving. Much more is needed. Every dollar counts. We need your
support, too.

\(

Enclosed is my contribution of $ _
I , Send me Meharry·s brochure··securing the Future:·
Name ______ __________

___ _

Address
C,ty _____

_'.
__ State ___ Zip ___

Contributions are tax-:deductible.

·-----------------------------------,,)
I

